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The Budgetary Impact of Early School Leaving1
Early school leavers and citizens with low levels of education can expect to earn less than those who
have completed – higher levels of – education.
Lower revenues
For governments, lower incomes mean lower tax revenues, including lower personal income tax
revenues and – owing to the reduced purchasing power – lower VAT revenues. Likewise, governments
should expect to collect less national insurance contributions.
Higher expenditures
Citizens without qualification or with low levels of education have a very low chance of finding
employment. They tend to need more unemployment benefits and other types of social assistance.
There is evidence that people with low levels of education have poorer health, which leads to higher
healthcare expenditures. There is also evidence that the crime rate is higher in this group, which
means that more money needs to be spent on crime prevention, maintaining law and order, and law
enforcement.

1

Source:http://ec.europa.eu/education/school-education/doc/earlycom_hu.pdf
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Introduction
Reducing early school leaving is a key part of the strategy adopted by the European Union with a
view to accelerating economic growth. Hungary has developed its preliminary National Action Plan to
implement the Europe 2020 Strategy in view of this. The Council of the European Union has published a
recommendation on policies to reduce early school leaving. The Member States’ ministers of education
have agreed on reducing the share of early school leavers in the long term.
As unskilled young people have very restricted opportunities in the labour market, early school leaving
raises serious social issues not only in Hungary but also across the EU, particularly in the new Member
States. According to European data, 71% of those dropping out of primary education or vocational
training without any qualification will become unemployed already at the time of their entry into
the labour market and will need some form of social assistance to ensure the means of subsistence.

In Hungary, only 20% of the working age population with low levels of education is employed.
From another perspective: within the total working age population, over 600,000 of the inactive
people are unskilled.
The economic growth strategy of the EU therefore includes the headline target to reduce early school
leaving to less than 10 % by 2020 among young people. According to the relevant EU strategy:
• targeted support should be provided to socially disadvantaged groups, in particular children
with such family background entering schooling;
• personalised learning materials adapted to the students’ individual needs should be applied
and attractive learning environments should be created in order to help prevent and handle
school failures and develop the missing competences;
• flexible learning environments and educational pathways allowing transition between different
levels and types of education and training should be put in place to enable early school leavers
to re-enter education ;
• parents, family support and youth crisis services, NGOs with a mission to solve this problem
and churches should all be involved in providing a so-called “second chance” to students at
risk of dropping out.
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The Public Foundation for the Equal Opportunities of Persons with Disabilities (FSZK) has undertaken to
implement the Dobbantó Programme, because – in accordance with the UN Convention on the Rights of
Persons with Disabilities – it defines disability in a broad sense and considers that addressing social and
economic disadvantages plays an important role in tackling disability. FSZK has extensive experiences
in the field of adaptation to individual learning and development needs, finding personalised means of
progress, and making individuals actively participate in and assume responsibility for their own growth
and development.
FSZK contributed to the implementation of the Dobbantó Programme by providing professional leadership
and the necessary conditions for development. The legal basis of launching the Dobbantó Programme
was the 2007 amendment of the Public Education Act, in particular Article 126 thereof. Pursuant to this
Article, the authorities responsible for education at the county level are required to designate vocational
schools to offer personalised development programmes for 15-24-year old students who have been
so far unable to complete secondary school or obtain a vocational qualification due to learning and
behavioural difficulties that are not of organic origin. The designated schools may organise small sized
preparatory classes for such young people (i.e. offer an additional “ninth” year of schooling before entry
into a mainstream vocational school programme), where everybody can progress at their own pace.
Considering that no ready-made programme was available to implement this statutory requirement, and
the teachers of the vocational schools were not prepared for using personalised development programmes
adapted to the students’ own pace of progress, the state secretariat responsible for education within
the Ministry of National Resources (Ministry of Education in 2007) provided to FSZK – the successful
applicant for undertaking the task – HUF 850 million from the central budget for improving vocational
training and education (Training Component of the Labour Market Fund) in support of implementation.
What makes Dobbantó unique is that the methodological solutions developed under the Programme
can be easily adapted to various disadvantaged groups. For example, the Dobbantó modules aimed
at gaining experience in the world of work, learning about jobs and occupations or improving career
building skills work equally well in vocational training programmes for Roma youngsters, in projects
improving the access of disabled young people to the labour market, or in programmes facilitating the
entry of disadvantaged groups into the world of employment. The products of the Dobbantó Programme
can be used beyond its initial scope, and the professional knowledge and experiences accumulated
under it may represent an important resource for supporting the reintegration of disadvantaged young
people into society and the labour market for many years to come. The Dobbantó Programme provided a
chance for 394 young people at serious risk of exclusion from society and economy to live a successful
and productive life.
The outcomes of the Dobbantó Programme demonstrate that personalised development is an effective
means of supporting disadvantaged young people with a series of earlier school failures to re-enter
education and/or to enter the world of work. These results give a good reason to trust that the Dobbantó
initiative will be continued at a larger scale after the conclusion of the Programme, giving an opportunity
for more and more young people to find success in life and work.

Csilla Szauer
Managing Director
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Summary of the Programme
The Dobbantó Programme has been designed with a view to providing young people an opportunity
to close the gaps in their education and to reintegrate into school by joining a so-called preparatory
9th grade class organised in designated vocational schools. The development model applied in the
Dobbantó Programme is not a result of deskwork. It is based on research findings and evidences, and
it builds upon Hungarian and international experiences accumulated in the field of compensating for
disadvantages at school. The unique features of the Programme include student support, personalised
development pathways, and student centred teaching methods and practices.
Between its launch in January 2008 and conclusion in November 2011, the Dobbantó Programme had
two main strands of activities:
1. Developing teaching and learning materials for the additional year of schooling made possible by the
law. The purpose of these materials is to support students’ development and reintegration based on
their individual needs, in other words to create new, complex (innovative) learning environments that
can help to change their views about school, which are rooted in their earlier school failures. These
innovative learning environments are different from the traditional ones in terms of
• the physical learning environment;
• the organisation of learning;
• the learning content;
• the instruction methods;
• the pedagogical approach and practice (pedagogical paradigm).
2. Providing training and support to the teachers working with the students and the heads of their schools
with a view to helping them to replace their traditional way of teaching organised around subjects by
approaches and practices that focus on the individual progress of students, and to enable teachers to
securely navigate in the new complex learning environments that reflect the pedagogical paradigm of
the Dobbantó Programme.
The participating schools joined the Dobbantó Programme on their own initiative, because their teachers
felt the need for a change, and for learning and using new pedagogical approaches. In addition to the
innovative learning materials, the Programme provided continuous mentoring to the teacher teams to
help them implement the necessary changes and – in a way which is quite unusual in the contemporary
world of education – coaching to the heads of the schools to help them improve their leadership skills and
test and incorporate into their practice the outcomes of improvement work. Moreover, the participants
could visit a different school in each semester so that they can also learn from one another and exchange
their experiences.
The effectiveness of the pedagogical system developed under the Programme can be proved by data
and facts. The Dobbantó students are rarely absent from school, the drop-out rate is very low, and the
heads and the teachers – who could also experience success with their students – not only like using the
Dobbantó toolkit and approach, but also often adapt them to other vocational school classes or grades.
Therefore, the Programme can offer a solution for the renewal of vocational schools.
We now have a programme – developed on the basis of the experiences of the fifteen participating schools
– for a (transition) year that can prepare students for entering vocational school education and training.
The curriculum framework gained accreditation one year ago, and accreditation is underway for a related
teacher training programme. These two ensure that the Dobbantó Programme can be scaled up and
developed from a pilot into an approach that is suitable for mainstream application.

Mária Bognár
Leader of the Dobbantó Programme
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Bridge to the World of Work
Introducing students to the world of work is a key element of the Dobbantó Programme. This is achieved
by improving the students’ career building skills and introducing them to a range of occupations from
a practical perspective. This may be especially important for disadvantaged youngsters at risk of
dropping out, many of whom come from families where the parents are permanently unemployed, and
not in a position to help orientation in the world of work. The modules designed for this purpose are
included in the Programme component called Bridge to the World of Work.
The career building modules and the teaching materials developed for the introduction of twentyone job categories, which also have a modular structure, heavily rely on the use of information and
communication technologies; allow individual exploration, research and discovery; include many
activities aimed at developing the students’ personality and competences; and have been adapted to
the interests of the Dobbantó target group.
The teaching materials are supplemented by detailed guidelines, disciplinary and pedagogical
background information provided for teachers, worksheets, self and peer assessment sheets designed
for students, and several publications facilitating orientation in the world of work for both students and
teachers. A detailed manual has been developed for job shadowing, which represents a novelty in the
Hungarian practice, including the conscious planning and preparation of such activities, as well as the
subsequent reflection on the shadowing observations and experiences.
As shown by the 40% share of these modules within the total time, the Bridge to the World of Work is
given high emphasis within the Programme. This is because the Programme intends to achieve the
ambitious objectives of developing and strengthening a positive self-image, employee/employability
competences and career planning/building skills in students by the end of the Dobbantó school
year. As it has been mentioned earlier, another important objective is to provide the students with
opportunities to gain insight into the everyday reality of work and to obtain first-hand experience of
how different kinds of work are done. The Programme places high emphasis on observing real work
situations outside the protective classroom environment and on developing a realistic view of a wide
range of known and unknown jobs and occupations. Not surprisingly, the students participating in the
Dobbantó Programme so far have all found the acquired knowledge and skills particularly useful in
real life.
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External Evaluations
A survey among teachers, project leaders, school leaders, mentors and educoaches about the
effectiveness of the Programme
“Based on the analysis of the data for the first year, the available data show that the Dobbantó
Programme is working well toward delivering the expected outcomes.
The Programme is “spreading” beyond its original framework, as the teachers have begun to apply the
acquired Dobbantó skills in other aspects of their work at the school, and the acquired Dobbantó skills
motivate teachers to learn and use additional new skills.
Apparently, the participants of the Programme use the new methods and activities in their work and
make an influence on the work of other teachers through internal communication. Also, the impact on
the organisation as a whole is already identifiable in some cases, which suggest that the Programme
will meet the expectations related to sustainability.
The participating teachers have an unambiguously positive attitude toward the Programme and the
related key factors. Teachers have the most positive attitude toward themselves, teaching and the
Programme in general, which reflects a high self-esteem and a serious commitment to their task. Such
a psychological attitude can help to achieve success and give teachers a kind of strength to effectively
cope with the difficulties which may arise in their work.”

A survey among teachers, school leaders and students about the implementation process of
the Programme
All of the teachers claim to have had access to good practices which they intend to apply.
The teachers are of the opinion that infinite patience is needed in the first place. In this respect, they
can learn from one another, and therefore they find working in a team very useful.
As regards differentiation in the classroom, 80 % of the teachers claimed to organise learning in a
differentiated manner several times a week, and 40 % of these teachers apply differentiation strategies
in nearly every lesson.
All schools believe that the strongest evidence of success is when a student’s life becomes better. All
teachers are most proud of such achievements.

9
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Effectiveness Indicators
Considering the number of students who completed the Dobbantó school year (i.e. did not drop out)
and of those who continued education or training after the Dobbantó school year, the Programme had
surprisingly good results in both school years.
2009/10
school year
174

Number and fluctuation of Dobbantó students during the
school year
Number of students starting the school year

2010/11
school year
185

47

Number of students joining after the beginning of the school year

44

30

Number of students leaving before the end of the school year

25

5

Number of actual drop-outs within these students

0

191

Number of students completing the school year

203

170

Students remaining in education and training

185

13
8

Students entering the world of work

9

Students entering neither further education, nor work

9

In the 15 schools joining the Programme, altogether 359 students entered and 394 students “graduated
from” the Dobbantó class in the two school years. There were 91 students who joined the Dobbantó
class after the beginning of the school year, and 55 students left the Programme before the end of
the school year for various reasons (continued education and training elsewhere, found employment,
moved to another town, etc.). The number of actual drop-outs was only 5.

Fluctuantion of Dobbantó students
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The percentage of students continuing their education and training after completing the Dobbantó
Programme was 89.0% in the first year and 92.4% in the second year
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Educational pathways taken by Dobbantó graduates
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The majority of the Dobbantó graduates entered either the ninth grade of the vocational school, or
an accelerated vocational training programme. Many students moved directly to the tenth grade
of the vocational school from the preparatory class. There were also many students who entered a
vocational training programme where the prerequisite is the completion of eight years of primary school
education. Nearly 8% of those who completed the 2009/10 programme had an opportunity to enter the
ninth grade of a secondary school programme leading to a general certificate of secondary education.
In 2010/11, while this percentage dropped, some students continued their education in a vocational
training programme where the prerequisite is the completion of the 10th grade. The number of those
who directly entered work was relatively low. These figures seem to prove that the development and
orientation provided by the Dobbantó Programme are suitable for helping young people who would
otherwise be marginalised and lost from the system find their place in society after the Dobbantó year.
After the Dobbantó year
89 0%
89,0%

92,2%

2009/10
009/ 0
2010/11
0 0/

3 9%
6 8% 3,9%
6,8%

Learning

Working

3 9%
4 2% 3,9%
4,2%

Neither learning
learning, nor
working

11
1
1
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School Leaders about the Dobbantó Programme
Ildikó Hublik, deputy head of Than Károly Eco-School
Participating in the Dobbantó Programme means long-term thinking, because each participating school
had to prepare a diagnosis of their current situation, an improvement plan and a related action plan.
For me, this meant a completely new approach to planning, where you need to consider processes at
a concrete level. It has become clear how important it is to continuously follow the steps identified in
a detailed action plan, to monitor implementation, and to adjust the plan or the steps when problems
arise in the implementation process.
I find the Dobbantó Programme useful, because our school can benefit from the application of what we
learnt from running the Dobbantó in other fields as well. We don’t need to boast of a series of unrealistic
results anymore, because we made the decisions on the undertaken improvements ourselves, and we
don’t need to be afraid of admitting when we happen to be behind schedule. Naturally, in such cases,
you need to analyse the organisational and human reasons to explain why you are lagging behind, and
make a plan to rectify the situation, including the conditions and the time limit of closing the gap. We all
benefited a lot from this work culture and its implementation in practice.
Mariann Nagy, head of the Special Vocational School of Budai-Városkapu School, Pécs
Having read the call for applications, I thought what an opportunity participating in the Dobbantó
Programme could be for us. And not because of the available grant, but rather the impact it could make
on the organisation: the mobilisation of the staff and the offered professional support meant learning
and professional development opportunities for the colleagues. Our school could improve and acquire
new methods that can be used for closing the gap between special and mainstream students. Children
benefited so much from this year in terms of personal growth and development. Many of these children
don’t know how to behave. They enter our school with a backpack of diverse cultural disadvantages. In
such cases, the only way to make a difference is to use personalised teaching and development. It is
likely though that in fact everybody would need such personal attention. I hope that the Dobbantó will
help to introduce and strengthen such pedagogical approaches in the school.
László Kozma, head of Esély Kövessi Erzsébet Vocational and General Secondary School
In the Dobbantó class, sometimes four and mostly three colleagues worked with the 15 students in
every lesson. This led to a very personal relationship between the teachers and the students. This type
of development, which involves relatively few teachers, seems to be more effective than the traditional
approach, where a class is taught by many teachers. What worked particularly well in the Dobbantó
class was teaching in pairs, which meant that while one of the teachers was managing the students’
work in the classroom, the other was facilitating the process, observing the students’ individual work,
helping those who have difficulties, or working with them individually. Since this method is much more
effective, we also began to use it in other classes to prepare students for entering vocational training.
In the four pairs, one of the teachers was always a mental health expert, which proved to be crucial.
The emerging personal relationships and emotional bonds between the students and the teachers,
where children were constantly made aware of their own strengths, helped them realise their own value
and make them believe – in spite many school failures – that they were also valuable persons who
o had
had
d
opportunities.
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We are happy that we have joined the Dobbantó Programme, because2:
• the special approach and the physical and human conditions put in place in the Dobbantó can help to
get derailed lives back on track, creating equal opportunities for a successful future career;
• it has helped to create a learning environment (physical environment, organisational framework,
learning content, instruction methods) which can make a difference in the future life of the school
and of the students;
• it has solved the problem of education and “retention” in the school system in the case of 14 children
of compulsory school age; professionals are working with these students, which improves their
chances of continuing education and training, earning a vocational qualification, finding a job, and
avoiding living on benefits;
• it has increased activity and creativity in teachers, new methods have found their way into the
school, the reputation of the school has become better, the Dobbantó classroom is seen as a model
to be followed by other teachers and students;
• it has changed the teachers’ mindset, we can now save failing children, we could buy new equipment,
and we could finally participate in a project whose rollout was preceded by training, teams have
been formed, and parents could be involved in education;
• we could provide an opportunity for several students to successfully continue their studies or find
a job;
• a creative and innovative team has been created, children are happy to come to school, where they
can learn in a pleasant environment, we can lead them toward a successful future, we have gained
renewed momentum, we could contribute to the inclusion of children and prevent teachers from
burning out;
• it has changed the teachers’ way of thinking and the relationship between the students and the
teachers;
• I could give an opportunity – to a few children at least – for finding their place in society and for
taking care of themselves;
• teachers could learn a lot and create realistic and enjoyable learning opportunities for students:
finally, they could work “freely”;
• it has given to the staff an example of how to work with problem students who have already given up
learning in such ways that can bring success to teachers and students alike;
• we could offer opportunities for development to a wider age group of children/students lagging
behind;
• it has helped to introduce methods with which teachers wanting to improve can better “arm”
themselves to ensure success for themselves and for their students;
• we could build new relationships, a change process has started in the school, and we could widen
the school’s profile;
• the majority of the Dobbantó students belong to a school and to a community again

2

School leaders’ opinions about the Programme
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The Continuation of the Dobbantó Programme
School leaders’ reflections and opinions
The greatest benefit of the Dobbantó approach is that it raises the teachers’ awareness. Earlier, we
often relied on our instincts to find solutions. This Programme has taught us how to do it consciously,
anticipating the students’ possible reactions and the impacts of the teachers’ actions, words and
reactions on the individual students.
The personalised approach to development has been established and institutionalised in our school,
and I think that we will continue to use it – hopefully outside the Dobbantó classes, too – even if no
support is provided under the Programme any longer.
We have learned how to be a supportive teacher and given up full frontal teaching.
The Dobbantó Programme has helped to create a physical environment where teachers are inspired
for personalised teaching. The very existence of the rooms for face-to-face sessions calls upon sitting
down with the children.
The teachers’ attitude to difficult children has changed significantly. The colleagues have developed a
supportive, accepting attitude, which is likely to remain so, and teachers will exhibit the same attitude
in any other class they teach.
This whole system has become part of working with vocational preparatory classes. While it is clearly
impossible to use the Dobbantó approach without any modification in a class of 30 students, we would
like to move toward Dobbantó in our vocational training programmes.

An important change is that a teacher who has ever experienced the Dobbantó will give individual
attention to each student, involve the students into finding solutions to problems, and adapt instruction
to the students’ diverse needs. We have learned to work as a team. At first it was very hard for me,
because I had been convinced that I could only work alone, and no one else should be doing what
I was doing. Then I saw what collaboration was like. Now we want teamwork to become part of our
organisational culture.
As a result of working in a team, our teachers have realised that talking with one another is meaningful,
good and productive, and gradually more and more teachers joined these conversations. It has
become bigger than the Dobbantó and bigger than the vocational preparatory programme, and it is
now growing into a whole-school need, as the colleagues can see that this is a good way of learning
new things.
What we really enjoyed in the Dobbantó Programme was freedom, which many colleagues have never
experienced before. For the first time they have felt true creative freedom to shape the methods and
contents offered by the Programme, as long as the objectives of the Programme are adhered to.
Recruiting students is very useful in itself, and it will work in the future. We now have co-operation
agreements with the employment centres and the other institutions: the family support service, the
drug prevention centre, the police, probation officers, the family support workers of small settlements
(in small settlements, where there are much less opportunities than in larger towns, there is a higher
chance for losing drop-outs), NGOs and associations.

14
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Local Educational Authorities about the Dobbantó
Programme
Ibolya Tóth, titular senior councillor at the Kecskemét Mayor’s Office
As a key benefit, the Dobbantó Programme has introduced special pedagogical methods or, in other
words, new methodological skills which are also accessible outside the Dobbantó team and therefore
can be used in the vocational school as a whole. What makes it particularly valuable is that the problems
which should be addressed by using such methods too often remain hidden. Considering firstly that
there are also other vocational schools in Kecskemét which cater for young people who either find it
difficult or need special methods to close the gap in their education and training and secondly that
such approaches can only be effective in small groups, we would need three Dobbantó classes and
four other special classes to cater for vocational school students lagging behind in Kecskemét. The
reason behind this relatively high number is that the educational institutions working in Kecskemét do
not only admit students from their own catchment areas but also from the whole county. In my opinion,
if the Programme is to be continued or taken forward here in Kecskemét and in any other place where
it is currently working, it is essential to retain a Dobbantó core team whose members can disseminate
the Dobbantó methods and pedagogical skills. A central expert team would also be needed to coordinate at the national level the teams working in the various towns / counties, to organise professional
development, and to expand and update the Dobbantó methodology.
Mária Kállai, deputy mayor of Szolnok
Innovations like the Dobbantó Programme are important because they can lead to the emergence
of a new pedagogical-methodological culture among the participating teachers. Irrespective of its
formal continuation, the Programme will be sustained in the form of the culture which the teachers have
developed. In the fortunate scenario, this can further develop into a kind of methodological toolkit or
model. In Hungary, it is not unusual that a project which is funded over a certain period of time leads
to remarkable results in those few schools that could benefit from the available funding. After funding
ceases, however, anything may happen to the culture that has emerged as a result of the project. This
is a key aspect of innovation. No improvement effort is meaningful, if its results disappear within a short
time. The systemic dissemination of developments is still an unresolved challenge, although both the
local and the national results from the first school year of the Dobbantó Programme – including the
data for the enrolment, retention and continuing education and training of students – suggest that it is
a promising initiative.
Róza Szabó, head of the Department for Education at the Mayor’s Office in Szolnok
Local authorities struggling with permanent financing problems usually find it difficult to make decisions
ons
regarding an innovation like the Dobbantó Programme. From the educational perspective, models
odel
od
els of
this type are only effective, if used in a small group. From the financing perspective, small class
as
ss sizes
siz
si
ze
es
are not cost-efficient. However, upon seeing the social significance of the Programme, we decided
ded
d that
tha
th
att
in spite of our financial difficulties the Dobbantó was needed here in Szolnok. Consequently, we did
d not
think that a class of 16 students working under the Dobbantó conditions was expensive, even though
the per capita support provided by the Government is the same as in the case of a class of 30.
0.
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Mother and Daughter about the Dobbantó Programme
Excerpt from the interview with Anna’s mother
Anna never wanted to take things seriously, and I was not strong enough to make her study. Somehow
she managed to complete primary school, and she was even admitted to a vocational school. But she
had already gone off track by that time. She was in the streets with her gang for days on end until the
police brought her home. I went through a horrible time. Of course, she was expelled from school,
although her teachers said that she was intelligent, pretty, a good communicator, and made to work
with people.
Looking back, now I can see that it was my divorce, new relationship and the birth of her half-brothers
that she found hard to handle. Also, she was wrongly assessed at school: “you are stupid, you don’t
work hard enough, you don’t practise your math, you don’t do homework…” They did not care, and I, to
say nothing of her dad, had neither the patience, nor the will to care. So we all contributed to her failure.
She was told about the Dobbantó at the Family Support Centre.
Right from the first week, she has been one of the best students in the Dobbantó class, and she began
to talk about school and the tasks they had to work on. She came to enjoy learning and liked being in
the centre of attention and being best.
After the first parents’ evening, some parents became really angry with the school and the teachers,
saying that this Dobbantó was a waste of time. From what their children told them about the Programme,
they concluded that the students would not learn anything here. There are no textbooks, no grades… it
does not look like a school at all. To be honest, I also had doubts at first. But then I saw that Anna, who
used to be a truant and hated school, took seriously the tasks for which she needed to use the Internet
and collect information, and my doubts have passed. This is a school that wants to teach how to learn
and work to children who used to have difficulties at school.
I was also surprised to see how much attention children get in this school. Many teachers behaved like
parents. Anna told me how often her class teacher and some other teachers too sat down with her to
talk – not only about the school but also about her life and problems.

Excerpt from the interview with Anna
What I found amazing in the first week was that we were given worksheets from the modules, and we
answered the questions together before I even realised that we were already working. There was no
homework, so I did not have to worry that I might not be able to hand in or learn something. In the
face-to-face sessions, I was told that I did not need to undertake to do something, if I was not sure
that I could do it. In the Dobbantó, I was not afraid of being assessed, because I knew that I could
accomplish most of the tasks I had agreed to do. It was not like a test, because the assessment
focussed on me – what I have become better at, where I need to improve – and not on the material that
needs to be learned.
In the Dobbantó group, time often passes so quickly that the school day is over before you know it. You
often hear that this is not learning, but I think that you can learn a lot by discussing things, collecting
information, or looking things up on the Internet. This way we can learn many things that are not even
mentioned in an average school. For example, employment rights for young people, how to behave in
a job interview, healthy diet and lifestyle, creative homemaking.
I needed this time, because I couldn’t take things seriously enough. Perhaps now I can... Life has been
a little hard on me recently, but I am over it. And I almost forgot to tell that the best thing about the
Dobbantó was that I had never been taken so seriously…until now I’ve never had a chance to talk to
someone about myself, my problems, my weaknesses and strengths…
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The schools participating in the
Dobbantó Programme
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Addetur Foundation’s General and Vocational Secondary School, Budapest
Budai-Városkapu Nursery School, Primary School, Vocational School, Special Vocational School
and Elementary Art School, Pécs
Éltes Mátyás Primary School, Special Vocational School, Children’s Home, Dormitory and
Educational Support Service, Nyírbátor
“Esély Education Centre” Primary School, Special Vocational School, Integrated Educational
al
Support Service, Educational Consultant, and Learning Ability Assessment and Rehabilitation
ion
Board, Békéscsaba
Esély Kövessi Erzsébet Vocational and General Secondary School, Budapest
Göllesz Viktor Primary School, Special Vocational School and Dormitory, Iregszemcse
Harruckern János Public Education Institution, Gyula
Kecskemét Technical Vocational School, Special Vocational School and Dormitory, Kecskemétt
Kiskunfélegyháza Secondary School, Vocational School, Special Vocational School And
Dormitory, Kossuth Lajos Member Institution, Kiskunfélegyháza
Martin János Vocational Training School, Miskolc
Öveges József Teacher Training Secondary School and Vocational School, Budapest
Szász Márton Primary School, Vocational School, Special Vocational School and Integrated
Special Education Institution, Tapolca
Szolnoki Service Sector Vocational Secondary School and Vocational School, Szolnok
Than Károly General and Vocational Secondary School and Vocational School, Budapest
Bercsényi Miklós Food Industry Vocational Training Centre, Dormitory and Teacher Training
School of the Central Hungary Agricultural Vocational Training Centre of the Ministry of Rural
Development, Budapest
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The Dobbantó Programme in Figures
Number of students participating in the Programme over the two years: 394
Share of students with special educational needs or social, learning and behavioural difficulties:
2009/10: 54%
2010/11: 58 %
Number of drop-outs:: 2009/10: 5 students
2010/11: none
In the preparation phase and the two school years of the Programme, all teachers participated
in training:
• The teacher teams of the 15 schools received 120 hours of mentoring on 30 occasions on
average, while the school leaders received approx. 80 hours of personal coaching on 31
occasions.
• 12 two-day professional exchanges / professional development opportunities were organised
for teachers, school leaders and administrators by a different Dobbantó school each time.
Number of experts involved in the development of the Programme: 73
The documentation of the developed 36 modules (including worksheets and learning materials for
students) amounts to 5,116 pages.
Number of publications supporting the teachers’ work: 26 volume (another3 in print).
The Dobbantó Programme has an accredited curriculum framework.
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Contact:
Programme leader: Mária Bognár
Mailing address: FSZK, Pap Károly u. 4-6, H-1139 Budapest, Hungary
Phone: (+36 1) 450-3230
Fax: (+36 1) 450-3235
Web: www.fszk.hu; www.fszk.hu/dobbanto
E-mail: titkarsag@fszk.hu, dobbanto@fszk.hu, bognar.maria@fszk.hu

The Dobbantó Programme was funded by the Ministry of National Resources
and the National Institute for Vocational and Adult Training and Education,
from the central budget of the Training Component of the Labour Market Fund.
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